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FIGURES

Figure 1. Observationsof widths (horizontalstandard deviation)of diffusing
tracer clouds in the troposphereas a function of downwind travel
time; for referencesto individualexperimentsand further details,
see Gifford (1977).

Figure 2. Values of horizontal plume standard deviations, a (km) for the
Mt. Isa (Carras and Williams, z1981) and Kalgoorlie smel er plumes as
a function of downwind travel time, t, hours. Slopes of 1, 3/2, and
1/2 are indicated.

Figure 3. Plot of averaged values of uY(km) determinedby least squares fits
to the equation, in UY = b + p in t, for the data of Fig. 2; the
averaged value in each segment is indicated. (See text.)

Figure 4. Cloud diffusion-ratepower-law exponent, p, vs travel time, t,
hours, for the same data segments as in Fig. 3.

Figure 5. Cloud diffusion-rate power-law exponent, p, vs travel time, t,
hours, for ‘l’ableI data. Open circles approximatedpoint releases;
the remainingpoints involved large initial volumes or separations.



THE OBSERVED RATE OF TROPOSPHERICDIFFUSION

by

F. A. Gifford

ABSTRACT

Recent Australian plume-widthmeasurements to 1000 km
downwind from an isolated stack, together with existing
relative diffusion data from a wide variety of tropospheric
relative diffusion sources, are analyzed to determine the
value of p in the equation for the cloud-width standard
deviation,

‘Y
= tp, where t is travel time downwind. The

data suggest that there are three regimes of quasi-
instantaneous cloud diffusion: 1) an irregular but, on the
average, approximatelylinear growth region extending from
O-to2-h travel time; 2) a regime of acceleratingdiffusion
(i.e. p > 1) extending from 2 to about 15 h; and 3) an
approach to a parabolic (p = 1/2) stage of diffusion at
about 40 h.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of

source is an old

dynamics, it was

atmosphericdiffusion to great horizontal distances from a

one. Like many other significantaspects of atmospheric

first studied by Richardson (1926). More recently,

meteorologists have concentratedon short-rangediffusion, and the long-range

problem has usually been dealt with theoretically as an asymptotic or

degenerate case (e.g., Fick-s Law). The most useful operationalspecification

of long-rangediffusion has been purely empirical (Heffter, 1965). The trouble

seems to be that, although we now know much about diffusion at short

(O-to -lO-km) distances,none of the theories that are reasonablysuccessful in

that range extrapolates very well to greater distances. Something else,

besides the vigorous and highly variable boundary-layerturbulence that drives



the short-range atmospheric diffusion, seems to be going on. Froma few

observationalclues that have been published, for instance the interesting

study by Weber (1980) of the diffusionof a krypton-85 plume at 100 km,the net

result is more rapid diffusion to intermediatedistances by a factor of greater

than twice what would be expected based on short-rangediffusion rates. Short-

range diffusion theoriesmust in general be corrected (Pasquill, 1974) when

applied at distances beyond about 5 km. The correctionis often ascribed to

the influenceof wind-directionshear in the upper part of the planetary

boundary layer (PBL); but this assigns a new name to the phenomenonwithout

really describingits mechanics. What controls this shear, and how does it

produce diffusion? How is it related to large-scaleatmosphericdynamics?Are

there other significantdispersivemotions of the atmosphere that operate at

mesoscales? Such questions can be answered only speculatively,based on the

short-rangeorientationof most present thinking.

II. MECHANISMSOF LONG-RANGEDIFFUSION

Richardsonand Proctor (1926) analyzed serial balloon releases and other

evidence, such as spreading clouds of volcanic ash, and concluded that the

(r.m.s.)horizontalspreading,Uy, of particles in the atmosphere to distances

of at least 100 km could be describedby the astonishingformula 23=t.
‘Y

Since the apparent or eddy viscosity, K, of the atmosphere 1s defined by

da~/dt = 2K, Richardsonderived from this his famous law of diffusion.

(1)

where c is the eddy-energytransfer rate. It appeared, contrary to expectation

(indeed to common sense, which suggests that, at its most rapid, diffusion

should be along straight lines and thus uy = t), that the particle spreading

rate actually increaseswith time. The bigger the cloud, the faster it

spreads. Nowadays this result is understoodin the context of Obukhov”s (1941)

equilibrium-rangesimilaritytheory, along with the k-5/3 spectrum, to apply to

a turbulentflow in which the scales of eddy-energyproductionand dissipation

are widely separated. Turbulent-flowproperties like K and E(k), the energy

spectrum, then depend only on the eddy-energytransfer rate in the so-called

inertialrange in between.
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By providing this theoreticalexplanation of Richardson-s

also seemed to be limiting the region of atmosphericscales to

apply. It is difficult to accept its applicationto diffusion

distances much greater than the scales of the large, daytime,

turbulence,say 5 or 10 km, the region of the spectral gap.

law, Obukhov

which it coald

at horizontal

convectivePBL

The downscale

turbulent-energy cascade process is necessarilya three-dimensionalone and

does not involve a mechanism that would extend PBL diffusion into the range of

more nearly two-dimensionalmotions above PBL scales. How then is Richardson-s

result to be interpreted?

Pasquill (1974) pointed out that Richardson-sballoon-spreadingdata were

actually influencedby the presence of fairly large intervals between releases

and, consequently,do not strictly represent instantaneousspreading. Gifford

(1977) looked at troposphericpuff- and plume-spreadingdata from many sources,

including the collectionsby Heffter (1965) and Hage and Church (1967) as well

as more recent data, and could conclude only that the various individualdata

sets of which the composite curves of u
Y
consistedwere “not inconsistent”with

accelerating diffusion at large distances. This problem of lack of definitive

diffusion data at mesoscales continues to plague diffusion researchers, as

evidenced by a comment recently received from Pasquill (personalcommunication,

1982). Examining the 10 individualrelative-diffusiondata groups from which

Fig. 1 of Gifford (1977) is formed, Pasquill points out that accelerating

diffusion is clearly indicated only at the small travel times (10-2O S) of

Frenkiel and Katz-s data and at the large scales (10-20 h) of Crawford-sdata.

Other, intermediatedata groups appear to follow slower, more nearly linear

diffusion patterns which, in some cases, may have been obscured by source-size

effects. And yet the accelerating-diffusiontrend of the composite data of

Fig. 1 appears to be quite definite. Two interpretationsare possible.

(A) If purely diffusive spreading, i.e., that which separates particles on

an instantaneousbasis, is limited to the effects of PBL turbulence, say to

horizontal distances of 5 km or so, then (instantaneous)diffusion at larger

scales will be at a rate no greater than linear (oy = tp, 1/2 ~ p ~ 1). Large

values of p, indicating accelerating diffusion, can occur at these larger

scales only in connectionwith the effect of time averaging, as a result of

puff or plume displacements by large-scale motions that do not themselves

diffuse the instantaneous cloud. Estimation, and numerical modeling, of

diffusion at large distances reduces, under alternative (A), to the

superposition

that depends

of large-scaledisplacementson a short-range formulation of
‘Y

strictly on PBLturbulent diffusion rates. F. B, Smith (1983),

3
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Fig. 1.
Observationsof widths (horizontal standard deviation) of diffusing tracer
clouds in the troposphereas a function of downwind travel time; for references
to individualexperimentsand further details, see Gifford (1977).

commentingon the random-forcemodel of diffusion proposed by Gifford (1982),

seems to favor this hypothesis. In a similar vein, a reviewer of the National

Science Foundationtravel-grantapplication that led t. the pre8ent study

cautioned the writer not to attempt to apply the acceleratingdiffusionmodel

beyond PBL scales. Most present-day operationalmode18 of long_range plume

spreadingare also based on this concept.

(B) But what if, on the contrary,downscaleenergy transfer from the

small-scaleend of the synoptic range of atmospheric motions does occur?
Well-establishedglobal kinetic-ener~ productionand dissipationrates suggest

that, in some form, it must. Kinetic energy, produced at synoptic scales as a

result of baroclinicinstability,flows partly toward the general circulation

and partly toward higher wave numbers. This synoptic-scale production rate

must on the average just be balanced by an equal turbulentkinetic-energy

dissipationat molecular scales of motion, so as to maintain the prevailing
equilibrium state of the atmosphere. It is well establishedthat in the range

of two-dimensional,quasi-geostrophicmotions extending from synoptic scales to

smaller scales, up to about k=20 : earth-s radius, a kinetic-energycascade



cannot occur (Charney, 1971). In the broad spectral region between kr = 20 and

the mesoscale minimum at kr = 2000, atmosphericmotions are at best pooriy

understood,due mainly to the insufficient density of conventional data

gathering networks; and this is just the range that is involved in the

long-range diffusion problem. A classical, Richardson (i.e., three-

dimensional) cascade of kinetic energy toward smaller scales would produce a

k-5/3 regionof the Spectrum there, as would the reverse, strictly

two-dimensional cascade proposed by Gage (1979); or, which is more likely,

elements of both processesmay occur.

Present ignoranceabout motions in the range fromkr -20 to PBL scales

does not imply the absence of diffusive effects in that range-Many
atmosphericphenomenaknown to occur at these scales could conceivably diffuse

particles. The first detailed energy spectra for the mesoscale region have

just recently been obtained by Larsen et al. (1982). These (frequency)spectra
-5/3 between 2 and 50 h,but they also containbehave generally as (frequency)

many fine-scaledetails, suggesting the presence of a number of active scales

of turbulentmotions. In this situation, the nature of (instantaneous)puff or

plume spreading should be noticeably different from that of hypothesis (A).

Examination of plume widths to distances beyond 5 or 10 km should show

instantaneousspreading rates such that p reaches the value 3/2, and these

accelerating-diffusion rates may occur to considerabledistances, on the order

of hundreds of kilometers. As a result, numerical diffusion models will have

to be handled differently to account for this enhanced diffusion and provide

the correct spreading rates and plume shapes.

111. THE EVIDENCE OF RECENT AUSTMLIAN PLUME MEASUREMENTS

Fortunatelyfor the progress of the discussion,a series of plume-width

measurements over a wide range of downwind distances has been described

recently by Carras and Williams (1981). These authors report plume widths

measured during the (Southern Hemisphere) winters of 1977 and 1979, using

airborne particle and gas recorders, to distances of up to 1000 km and travel

times of up to 43 h from the Mt. Isa, Queensland (Australia),smelter. The

extraordinaryplume-traveltimes and distances achieved by the Commonwealth

Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) group in these

measurementsextend present empirical data on plume spreading essentiallyby an

order of magnitude in distance. This was possible because of the virtual

absence of background concentrationsand the comparative regularity of the

winter, easterly wind-flow patterns in that region. The Mt. Isa data include

5
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plume widths measured between travel times of 0.9 h and 43 h. These are

plotted in Fig. 2 as uy(t), along with a set of near-fieldplume widths

obtained by the CSIRO scientists,using the same measurement techniques and

equipment, at the Kalgoorlie smelter in Western Australia during 1980.

Observed plume widths, W, have been converted to
aY

by assuming that
‘Y “

W/4.28.

The first point to be noticed is that the data are highly correlated;the

linear correlationcoefficientfor these 101 data points equals 0.97. A third

degree polynomialregressionon the logarithmsof ay(km) and t(h) provides the

followinginterpolationformula:

in ay = 0.34 + 0.995 in t + 0.33 (ln t)2 - 0.009 (ln t)3. (2)

Equation (2) illustrates why Heffter-s (1965) straightforward proposal,

ay(lll)= t(s)/2, has proved so durable. In present units this becomes

ay(km) = 1.8t(h). If the small, higher order terms in Eq. (2) are ignored, the

result is the formula ay = 1.4t0”995,which differs from Heffter-s only by the

,.2
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Fig. 2.
Values of horizontalplume standard deviations,a (km) for the Mt. Isa (Carras
and Williams, 1981) and Kalgoorlie smelter pl{mes as a function of downwind
travel time, t, hours. Slopes of 1, 3/2, and 1/2 are indicated.
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ratio of the coefficients,a factor of approximately1.3. It follows that if a

range of acceleratingdiffusion exists with powers of t greater than p = 1, it

is embedded in a strong linear trend of the data.

The diffusion rates of these

Figs. 3 and 4, which were prepared

of Fig. 1 were ordered in time and

each. This 15-point interval

same data are shown in more detail in

in the followingway. The (101) data points

divided into contiguoussubsets of 15 points

was chosen, after a certain amount of

experimentationwith smaller and larger data segments, to provide a reasonable

amount of smoothingwithout destroying too much of the time resolutionneeded

to study the variation of p. Then a standard linear regression analysis was

performed on the logarithms of u
Y
and t for each subset of 15 points, starting

with point 1; and this process was repeated starting at points 4, 7, 10, and 13

in a kind of moving-averageprocedure. Figure 3 is a plot of averaged values

of cryfor each of the resulting 35 data segments. Figure 4 is a plot of the

power-law exponen> p, calculatedby the regressionanalysis as the coefficient

of In t for the same 35 data segments.

!OOL 1 I 1 t I 1 111 8 I I I I I Ill 1 I 1 I 1 I Ic

-- /-’6
.72

A“e
●

,312 . ●

fo ●

zs

b= A●ye.

..4
i

/
,f

.(”’”

: /
@“

/“

O.f 1 I 1 1 I t Ill t ! I I 11111 t t I 1 t t 1~
O.f f {0 {00

PLUME TRAVEL TIME (t,hours)

Fig. 3.
Plot of averaged values of u (km) determined by least squares fits
equation, in u = b + p In t, for the data of Fig. 2; the averaged
each segment is Indicated. (See text.)

to the
value in
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Fig. 4*
Cloud diffusion-ratepower-law exponent,p, vs travel time, t, hours, for the
same data segments as in Fig. 3.

The generally smooth increase of the averaged u -values with t exhibited
Y

in Fig. 3 indicates that a 15-point average is adequate to define that

variable. The same can not be said however for the correspondingvalues of p.

Some calculatedp-valueswere of doubtful significance due to the scattered

nature of the data in their segmentswhich, in a few cases, yielded very large

positive or negative values of p or values corresponding to near-zero

correlations between in Uy and in t. These segments appeared to differ

qualitativelyfrom the others in that their far greater scatter resulted in

physically unreasonable values of p. To test the possibilitythat such

wegments should be excluded from the group used to determine the behavior of p

as a function of t, the quotient of the variance attributableto 1 nt and the

residualvariance, the F-statistic,was calculatedfor each data segment. When

F is large, the regressionhas accounted for a large part of the variation of

the ay with in t; for small values, the residual variance is large and the data

are very scattered. A critical value of the F-distributioncan be identified

such that segmentswith smaller values have variance properties that differ

from those with higher F“s to any desired level of significance. At the 5%

significancelevel, the criticalvalue for these data segments is close to

F = 3. This means that there is little possibility (< 5%) that segmentshaving

smaller F-valueswill have been identified incorrectly as having variances

8
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qualitativelydifferent from those of the main group. Segmentswith F < 3 were

accordinglyomitted from Fig , 4, which has 10 fewer points as a result.

IV. THE EVIDENCE OF EARLIER RELATIVE DIFFUSION EXPERIMENTS*

Some of the relative diffusion data sets discussed by Gifford (1977),

augmented by several more recent data sets, can be analyzed in a similar way to

determine values of p for individualexperiments or, in some cases, for subsets

of data from an experiment. The results are summarized in Table I and Fig. 5.

Relevant new measurementsare: those by Gifford (1980)who analyzed Randerson”s

(1977) Skylab photograph of a Gulf of Mexico smoke plume; the radar

measurements by Moninger and Kropfli (1982) of a “chaff” plume; and Nappo-s

(1981) photographicanalysis of a smoke plume at Idaho Falls. Several of the

earlier sets consisted of too few data points and so have been omitted from

this compilation. These include the data of Crozier and Seely (1955), Braham,

Seely and Crozier (1952), Edinger (1955), and Roberts (1923). For the

remainder of these data, Table I lists for each group of points used to

calculate a p-value: the average diffusion time, t, hours, and the range of

times over which p was determined; the averaged value of the spreading rate, p;

the linear correlationcoefficient,r, and the number, n, of data points used;

and the source reference of the data. These values of p are plotted as a

function of t in Fig. 5. The data sources, sample sizes, and experimental

methodologiesare much too diverse to support a variance analysis like that

carried out for the previous data set; and the scatter of the p-values in Fig.

5 is accordinglyquite large. An attempt has been made in Fig. 5 to account

for at least some of the large scatter of the p-values, compared with those of

Fig. 4, at diffusion times less than a few hours by indicating whether the

source involved a quasi-point release or a release having an effectivelylarge

initial volume. There is some indication of the expected effect; i.e.,

generally larger p-values occur near the source for the near-point releases.

*Analysis of the historical relative diffusion data, summarized in Section IV,
was done under contractwith Sandia National Laboratoriesfor the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission,Division of Risk Analysis.
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INSTANTANEOUS

t, h(range, h) &

0.9 (.24-5.5) 0.9

11.1 (7.7-17.9) 1.5

0.13 (.06-.31)AV,1.2

0.42 (.12-.97) ~;O.7

0.14 (.03-.42)tvl.o

1.0 (.63-1.5)~fi‘1.0

4.0 (.46-12,0) Ok8

4.9 (3.3-6.8),.:s&(l

0.43 (1.0-9.6).0~8

16.6 (10.5-25.1) OP9

11.8 (7.6-18.6) 1.0

0.8 (.19-1.7) 1.4

3.1 (1.9-4.8) 2.2

4.4 (1.9-8.3) 1.0

0.43 (.15-1.0) 0.7

4.5 (2.1-8.0) 1.1

14.5 (9.0-23.6) 0.7

52.4 (27.1-83.9) 0.6

0.14 (.03-.25) 1.5

0.9 (.24-1.69) 0.7

2.1 (1.77-2.6) 1.2

2.8 (2.63-3.0) 2.8

TABLE

DIFFUSIONRATESOF

Source
r n Typea— .—

.98 7

.96 5

1.0 11

.94 7

1.0 6

.95 5

.90 6

.95 6

1.0 9

1.0 9

1.0 9

.85 9

.84 10

.71 19

.90 6

1.0 6

0.90 6

.95 16

>0.90 50

1.0 22

0.90 12

0.90 6

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

I

TROPOSPHERICPUFFSAND PLUMES

Reference (data points used)

Pack and Angell (1963)

Crawford (1966)

Byzova, et al. (1970)(last11)

Kao and Wendell (1968)

Hanna (1975) (first 6)
II (last 5)

Peterson (1968) (outbound)
11 (inbound)

Angell, et al. (1971)(first9)
II II (last 9)
II It (middle 9)

Gifford (1980) (first 9)
II (middle 10)
11 (last 19)

Randerson (1972) (first 6)
11 (second 6)
It (third 6)
11 (last 16)

Nappo (1981)

Moninger and Kropfli (1982)(first22)
1! II (next 12)
It II (last 6)

aSources of type 1 had large initial volumes or separations;sources of type 2
approximatedpoint releases.

v. CONCLUSIONS

The diffusion rates shown in Figs. 3-5 support the existence of three

broad regions of instantaneouspuff and plume diffusion: (1) a roughly linear

region extending from 0.1 h to 1 or 2 h; (2) a region of accelerating

diffusion,possiblywith two separatemaxima, extending from 2 h to about 15 h;

and (3) a region of decreasing diffusion rates, with slopes approaching

10
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p = 1/2, beyond that point. In very general terms, these regions can be

interpretedin the following way. In region (i) the instantaneous cloud

spreading is dominated by various source-sizeand buoyant plume-riseeffects,

the latter involving entrainmentof ambient air into a rising plume at a rate

governed by the small-scale turbulence generated in the shear zone at its

edges. Larger scale, convectivePBL turbulence,which was quite active for

much of these data, is important over most of this time range primarily in

displacing the cloud. This affects time-averaged,but not instantaneous,cloud

widths. In region (2) the dispersion is controlled by purely atmospheric

processes and characterizedby the presence of acceleratingdiffusion, possibly

in two ranges whose peaks are at about 3 h and 10 h. Whether these maxima

reflect distinct and possibly different diffusion and energy-transferprocesses

is unknown. It is tempting to associate therewith spectral features and, in

fact, the meridional component of the spectra by Larsen et al. (1982) exhibit

(among several others) maxima at, roughly, 6 h and 20 h. But whatever the

ultimate interpretationof such interestingdetails of diffusion rates may be,

there appears to be no doubt about the existence of acceleratingdiffusion
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between 2 h and 15 h, i.e., between the outer limit of the scale of typical PBL

turbulence and a scale approaching that of the high wave-numberend of the

synoptic region.

Clearly, much more turbulenceand diffusion informationshould be gathered

at mesoscales in many places and meteorological situations. But these

observationsof instantaneouspuff- and plume-spreadingrates seem to support

the second hypothesis,alternative(B). Because the general spreadingbehavior

of the comparativelyhomogeneousMt. Isa-Kalgoorlieplume-dataset, Fig. 2, as

well as the detailed spreadingrates, Fig. 4, are similar to those of earlier,

composite relative-diffusionplots, Figs. 1 and 5> it seems that the hypothesis

of downscaleenergy transfer in some form between a scale of about 2000 km and

the PBL scale should be taken fairly seriously now. Many, virtually all

details of mechanisms remain to be clarified,particularlythe role of PBL

wind-directionshear in the diffusionprocess. This must involve the diurnal

cycle of PBL stability changes, as Pasquill (1974) has pointed out. The

average magnitude of PBL wind-direction shear is governed by the global

requirement of a net, poleward meridionalheat flux (Golitsyn,1973; Monin,

1972), so at least in this very general way the largest scale of atmospheric

motions is coupled to small-scale PBL diffusion processes. An interesting

question raised by these data is whether the transition to a parabolic

(P = 1/2) stage of troposphericdiffusionhas occurred by the most distant of

the Mt. Isa points, at 1000 km. The Australiangroup plans to attempt further

observations of the width of the Mt. Isa plume, to distances of 2000 km or

more. A successfuloutcome could resolve this particular question and add

significantly to our present understandingof both long-rangediffusionand

mesoscale dynamics.
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